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Losing Time 1994-04
industrial policy reform otis graham argues is an important part of a public private set of remedies
but it hinges upon an improved use of policy history and of historical perspective generally he
proposes an explicit if minimalist approach by the federal government that would unify and reform
our de facto industrial policies in order to equip the united states with the institutional capacity to
formulate industrial interventions guided by strategic vision and bipartisan participation by labor and
management

Industrial Policy and Planning, 1947-91 1992
against the backdrop of persistently high levels of poverty and inequality critical environmental
boundaries and increasing global economic interdependence this book addresses the role and
impact of industrial policies in developing countries accepting the reality of both market failure and
policy failure it identifies the conditions under which industrial policy can deliver socially desirable
results general conclusions on the political economy of development are complemented by country
case studies covering ethiopia mozambique namibia tunisia and vietnam

Industrial Policy in Developing Countries 2015-09-25
in contrast to what observers have frequently argued this timely and thought provoking book
suggests that the concept of industrial policy is not alien to the american past and present the
debate on this topic in the us has always been full of contradictory rhetoric and policy practices and
the expert authors therefore acknowledge a need to rethink the traditional antagonist positions they
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illustrate that contemporary markets continue to demand to be fixed by government policies and
governments continue to show how fixing the market policies might fail the conclusion is that the
future of industrial policy is about how to make both markets and governments better in their
functioning but that the real goal for industrial policy is to make better market and better
government policies consistent with the goal of building a better society affirming that it is time to
break the taboo and discuss the nationÕs goals targets and tools to develop a new effective
american industrial policy this pathbreaking book will prove a thought provoking and challenging
read for students academics and policymakers with an interest in political economy and industrial
policy public sector and international economics

Japan's High Technology Industries 1986-01-01
an exploration of basic aspects of industrial policies in the pacific and of specific policies in japan the
united states south korea taiwan the asean countries and the people s republic of china

Industrial Policy in America 2013-01-01
this book explores 19th century railroad policies in the united states france and britain to identify the
roots of nations modern industrial policy styles

Government Intervention and Industrial Policy 1983
for nearly four centuries americans have debated the government s proper role in developing the
economy some argue that the economy develops the best when government intervenes the least
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others counter that the economy best develops when government and business work together to
that end that debate is actually quite sterile and ironic as this history makes clear since the federal
government was first instituted it has picked winners and losers favoring some industries firms
regions cities and technologies and neglecting others politics and pressure groups rather than
strategic planning determine america s mix of industrial policies throughout the nations history an
economic development and security usually determined whether or not it was nurtured even those
who advocate the free market tend to make an exception when the government enriches their own
special interests this book analyzes the ideological political and industrial policy struggle from the
colonial era to the 1990s

Industrial Policies In The Pacific 1994-11-03
this timely and much needed handbook reconsiders an old topic from a fresh perspective raising a
number of new interesting and worthwhile issues in the wake of ten years of globalization this
comprehensive analysis illustrates that old style industrial policies whereby the government directly
intervened in markets and was often the producer itself are no longer relevant structural changes
occurring in economies summarized in the term globalization are triggering the definition and
implementation of new industrial policies the contributors leading experts in their field unite to
evaluate this shift of over a decade ago employing various empirical and methodological approaches
with a strong theoretical underpinning this world wide study of the state of the art of industrial policy
issues is an invaluable reference tool it has been enthusiastically received by a wide ranging
audience including scholars researchers and policy makers with an interest in industrial economics
and policy business studies and policies for growth competitiveness and development
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Forging Industrial Policy 1994
an archive based study of the economic planning of the attlee governments in the period 1945 51

A Short History of American Industrial Policies 1998
the political economy of industrial policy in east asia sheds new light on the reasons why taiwan and
south korea have achieved such remarkable progress in the semiconductor industry this book
focuses on the institutional arrangements in taiwan and south korea across time and shows how the
state and society have interacted to accomplish the successful development of the semiconductor
industry it argues persuasively that three institutional factors are critical in understanding the
development processes of the semiconductor industry in these two countries first the different
degrees of business concentration second the different state structures and their influence on policy
making networks and finally the different international political economies in which the two countries
are located the author challenges the developmental statist argument which has traditionally offered
the most popular explanation of east asian development and includes recent industrial data and
statistics demonstrating the current status of this rapidly changing industry this book will be
welcomed by graduate students and academics in the fields of comparative political economy
international political economy and industrial policy it will also appeal to those interested in
industrial development strategies east asian development and comparative politics
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Economics And Politics Of Industrial Policy 1986-07-15
this volume is the result of the 2012 international economic association s series of roundtables on
the theme of industrial policy the first new thinking on industrial policy was hosted by the world bank
in washington d c and the second new thinking on industrial policy implications for africa was held in
pretoria south africa

French Industrial Policy 1986
this volume of collected essays reviews industrial policy and selected aspects of performance of
indian industry between 1950 and 1990 special emphasis is given to productivity and the
competitiveness of indian firms besides an introductory essay by the editor the work includes eight
chapters surveying different topics it will be useful to students researchers and policy makers who
seek a perspective on past policies and performance in indian industry and the issues that lie ahead
in the near future

International Handbook on Industrial Policy 2006
what are the underlying rationales for industrial policy does empirical evidence support the use of
industrial policy for correcting market failures that plague the process of industrialization to address
these questions the authors provide a critical survey of the analytical literature on industrial policy
they also review some recent industry successes and argue that only a limited role was played by
public interventions moreover the recent ascendance of international industrial networks which
dominate the sectors in which less developed countries have in the past had considerable success
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implies a further limitation on the potential role of industrial policies as traditionally understood
overall there appears to be little empirical support for an activist government policy even though
market failures exist that can in principle justify the use of industrial policy

Industrial Policy in Britain 1945-1951 2002-04-30
industrial policies after 2000 investigates industrial policy during a time of deregulation privatization
and a growing interest in small government this book brings together scholarship from different
countries different institutional contexts and different theoretical perspectives that includes the
neoclassical market approach game theoretical models and institutional economics

Industrial Policy, Economic Growth and the
Competitiveness of U.S. Industry 1983
development and modern industrial policy in practice provides an up to date analysis of industrial
policy modern industrial policy refers to the set of actions and strategies used to favor the more
dynamic sectors of the economy a key aspect of modern industrial policy is embedding private
initiative in a framework of public action to encourage diversification upgrading and technological
dynamism to achieve development in the twenty first century the book reviews key questions that
policymakers ask about industrial policy such as who selects sectors what is the rationale for sector
selection what are the main tools to promote sectors what is the role of human capital and what are
the mechanisms for monitoring and evaluation expert contributors discuss how to undertake
industrial policy effectively and examine the experiences of australia the eu the republic of korea
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malaysia and the us

Industrial Policy Movement in the United States 1984
the proper role of government in the us economy has long been the subject of ideological dispute
this study of industrial policy as practised by administration after administration explores the
variations from a hands off approach to protectionist policies and aggressive support for businesses

The Political Economy of Industrial Policy in East Asia 1997
this volume brings together key articles on industrial policy ranging from general theoretical
perspectives and overviews of the literature to studies of the experience of particular countries
including japan and the newly industrializing countries of east asia four articles cover the ec

The Industrial Policy Revolution I 2013-12-16
this comprehensive reference work gives an overview of the industrial development and current
state of industrialization and deindustrialization in asia specifically southeast asia and china it
introduces typologies of industrial policies and discusses the manufacturing sector and its evolving
role in the region designing integrated industrial policies examines the integration of smes in global
value chains and provides macro econometric and firm based micro econometric analyses of de
industrialization this book will be a very useful reference particularly as a how to guide on industrial
promotion and designing integrated industrial policies not only for economic growth and job creation
but also for inclusive development it presents country cases and illustrates useful tools for industrial
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policy simulation and for evidence based policy making through these concrete examples

Indian Industry 1995
based on studies of industrial policy carried out at the university of pennsylvania economics research
unit this volume presents an overview of the issues of industrial policy the authors discuss the
various meanings of industrial policy explain the types of market failure that would prompt most
economists to accept governmental intervention at the industry level chronicle selective intervention
in developed and developing countries since world war ii and mull over the policy available to the
united states they seek to set the stage for further studies of general and industry specific incentives
in the framework of models of the macro economy and with respect to particular industries isbn 0
669 05412 7 25 95

The Case for Industrial Policy 2016
policymaking or conscious shaping of the future presupposes both intuition and science given the
magnitude of rapidly increasing change industrialized nations must fashion policies to enable them
to shape the development of the changing structure the contributors to this volume examine the
pros and cons of industrial policies in free market economies what kind of industrial policy should
market economies actively pursue under the pressure of accelerating change in order to strengthen
the market mechanism without ignoring social welfare goals are realistic policies possible in market
societies what are the goals and limits to such policy what currents of thought influence and inspire
new approaches what are the results of policymaking bodies in a comparative international context
the question of the feasibility of guided industrial programs in capitalist contexts has been widely
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debated professor gemper and his associates argue strongly in the affirmative

Industrial Policies After 2000 2012-12-06
starting from an assumption that well designed industrial policies can improve economic
performance industrial policy draws on economic theory and comparative political economy to
explain patterns of industrial policymaking across late capitalist societies the book also focuses on
new challenges and opportunities for industrial policy and questions the sustainability of current
policy practice chapters are structured around case studies of diverse countries growth models
considering national capabilities policy traditions industrial structures and positions in global value
chains and political welfare state regimes through a nuanced comparative assessment of states
responses to specific economic challenges steve coulter draws broad conclusions about the
trajectories of industrial policy and highlights key technical and political drivers that policymakers
consider when addressing whether best practice should centre on general or nationally specific
approaches

Development and Modern Industrial Policy in Practice
2016-04-29
does what economies export matter for development if so can industrial policies improve on the
export basket generated by the market this book approaches these questions from a variety of
conceptual and policy viewpoints reviewing the theoretical arguments in favor of industrial policies
the authors first ask whether existing indicators allow policy makers to identify growth promoting
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sectors with confidence to this end they assess and ultimately cast doubt upon the reliability of
many popular indicators advocated by proponents of industrial policy second and central to their
critique the authors document extraordinary differences in the performance of countries exporting
seemingly identical products be they natural resources or high tech goods further they argue that
globalization has so fragmented the production process that even talking about exported goods as
opposed to tasks may be misleading reviewing evidence from history and from around the world the
authors conclude that policy makers should focus less on what is produced and more on how it is
produced they analyze alternative approaches to picking winners but conclude by favoring horizontal
ish policies for instance those that build human capital or foment innovation in existing and future
products that only incidentally favor some sectors over others

National Industrial Policy 1984-10-16
in the past three decades china has successfully transformed itself from an extremely poor economy
to the world s second largest economy the country s phenomenal economic growth has been
sustained primarily by its rapid and continuous industrialisation currently industry accounts for
nearly two fifth of china s gross domestic product and since 2009 china has been the world s largest
exporter of manufactured products this book explores the question of how far this industrial growth
has been the product of government policies it discusses how government policies and their
priorities have developed and evolved examines how industrial policies are linked to policies in other
areas such as trade technology and regional development and assesses how new policy initiatives
are encouraging china s increasing success in new technology intensive industries it also
demonstrates how china s industrial policies are linked to development of industrial clusters and
regions
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The Political Economy of Industrial Policy 1982
based on studies of industrial policy carried out at the university of pennsylvania economics research
unit this volume presents an overview of the issues of industrial policy the authors discuss the
various meanings of industrial policy explain the types of market failure that would prompt most
economists to accept governmental intervention at the industry level chronicle selective intervention
in developed and developing countries since world war ii and mull over the policy available to the
united states they seek to set the stage for further studies of general and industry specific incentives
in the framework of models of the macro economy and with respect to particular industries isbn 0
669 05412 7 25 95

Industrial Policy American-style: From Hamilton to HDTV
2016-09-16
what has been the role of goverment industrial policy through agencies such as miti in japan s
extraordinary post war development how has the role changed in successive phases of growth what
lessons can be learned from this experience by other nations be they in the west or developing
countries or economies in transition attempting to introduce competitive market structures these are
some of the main questions addressed in this absorbing and thorough study dividing the period into
three main phases the author shows that policy played a crucial role in the initial period of post war
recovery it did so not by picking winners but by creating a stable base from which development
could occur by spreading the cost of introducing market competition over time in the succeeding
high growth period and more recently japan s industrial policy attempts only to promote the
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development of new technology and smooth the decline of sectors that are no longer globally
competitive that japan itself no longer practises industrial policy on a wide scale is an irony little
appreciated by those advocating the adoption of a japan style industrial policy elsewhere

Industrial Policy 1995
this study compares the industrial policies of five large newly indistrializing countries korea brazil
mexico india and china paying particular attention to heavy and chemical industries in depth
analyses of steel petrochemical and automobile assembly industries are given

Designing Integrated Industrial Policies Volume I
2020-12-01
the forming of an industrial policy may well be the most important business development in the next
two decades in this volume sharon zukin has gathered industrial policy advocates from business
labor government and academia to discuss the concerns which they have in common what emerges
is a full discussion which includes examinations of such topics as reindustrialization and its regional
and national consequences competition in world markets by means of internationalization of
investment production sales and the central role of government policy in developing corporate
strategy and labor unions fears that they will be left behind by business governments the book also
analyzes the politics behind the slogans of industrial policy and includes a valuable comparison
between the developments in france and the united states
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Industrial Policies for Growth and Competitiveness: An
economic perspective 1983

Structural Dynamics of Industrial Policy 1987

Industrial Policy 2023-07-04

Does What You Export Matter? 2012-06-18

Policies for Industrial Growth in a Competitive World 1984

Industrial Policy in Developing Countries 2011

China's Evolving Industrial Policies and Economic
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Restructuring 2014-07-11

America Vs. Europe in Industry 1921

Industrial Policies for Growth and Competitiveness:
Empirical studies 1983

Industrial Organization and Public Policy 1992

The Industrial Policy Debate 1983

Planning for Change 1995-10-26

Economic Development and Industrial Policy 1994
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Industrial Policy 1985-06-15
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